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Overview

What norms guide scientific advising in policymaking? 
Goal: explore various roles that scientists do play, with an eye to questions that 

these roles raise about value-neutrality and technocracy
Where much of the “values in science” literature is concerned with the conduct 

of research or the transmission of research results to policymakers
 I am interested in various non-research roles that scientists take on in 

policymaking
Aim: encourage philosophers to expand their interest in values in science out 

from the conduct of research to the wide array of roles that scientists play in 
policymaking
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Motivation: prominent non-research roles for scientists

Covid-19 pandemic involved prominent science advice
Official, permanent advisors

 Chief Medical Advisor, Chief Scientific Advisor
 Agency leads responsible for policy

 FHM in Sweden
 Ad hoc advisory groups

 SAGE in UK, CTS in Italy, CSC in France

What norms should guide this kind of activity? 
 Technocratic question: should scientists take control during 

emergencies with seemingly technical solutions?
 Values question: what does it mean for scientific advice to be 

independent, or neutral?
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Background: value-free ideal for scientific research

Starting point for the paper is two linked ideas about how science, and 
presumably science advising, should function
First: the value-free ideal for science
The “core” of science should be free from non-epistemic values
 “Core” means research activities

 Choice of methods, evidence gathering, processing, hypothesis acceptance/rejection

Non-epistemic values, e.g., justice, welfare, respecting dignity of people
 Contrast class with epistemic values, which are roughly truth promoting
 Epistemic e.g.: simplicity, breadth, explanatoriness
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Background: political division of labour

Second idea is more specific to advisory role
Democratically authorised representatives should make policy decisions
Experts have a crucial role in supporting decision making, providing evidence
But crucially, should not take decision-making authority
Or, in the words of two villains of the 20th century

 “Advisors advise, ministers decide”—Margaret Thatcher
 “Experts should be on tap, not on top”—Winston Churchill (possibly apocryphal)
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Let our powers combine…

Together, they form what I call the neutral advisor ideal for scientists in 
policymaking
 Scientists ought to be restricted to providing value-free information to those with political 

authority

 Is the ideal plausible? What are its specific implications?
 Look at roles scientists play, work from what we want to the ideal

Each component ideal has received significant scrutiny
 Value-free ideal: philosophy of science
 Limitation of authority: political theory, science studies

Each literature is limited for my purposes
 VFI: focussed on research
 LOA: focussed on who holds the reigns of power
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Plan

1. Why the NAI?
2. Identify roles throughout the decision lifecycle
3. Parts of the decision process:

3.1. Problem emergence
3.2. Framing decisions
3.3. States and consequences
3.4. Options

4. Concluding remarks
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1. The neutral advisor ideal

Why policymakers want value-
free science
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What is so good about value-free science?

1. It promotes truth-directed inquiry
Non-epistemic values might hinder science’s pursuit of truth, its ability to learn 

about the way the world is
Value-driven scientists might look for answers which accord with their values, 

effectively predetermining the conclusions of their research
Science ought to accept conclusions on the basis of evidence, and “values are 

not evidence; wishing does not make it so” (Douglas 2009, 87)
 As Douglas herself notes, this is a compelling argument for a restriction on the roles values 

ought to play in science: they should not replace evidence. 
 Leaves open the possibility that values can reasonably play some smaller role, such as 

Douglas’s “indirect role” in inference: acting only once all evidence has been accounted, and 
only if there is a gap left over by that evidence
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What is so good about value-free science?

2. It promotes trust in, and use of, science
Bright’s (2018) reconstruction of Du Bois’ argument for value-free science 
Value-free science is necessary to ensure public trust in science and facilitate its 

use for its intended purpose
Du Bois held that science is for providing policy-relevant information to support 

policymaking (Bright 2018, 2231)
 In order to fulfil this aim, science must be trusted by the public—so that they 

allow the research to occur and so that they are willing to enact its results
Securing public trust, in turn, requires that scientists be motivated only by the 

search for truth—i.e., that science be free from non-epistemic values
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What is so good about value-free science?

3. It is required for decisions to be democratic
Democratic decisions respond appropriately to the values of the people, who the 

policymaker represents
Scientific input is required in policy, as we want our policies to respond to how 

the world really is
Value-laden science may taint the decision-making process, diluting or 

supplanting the values of the people
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Scientists themselves prize these ideals

E.g., Robert Lackey (EPA): value-laden science as ”corruption”
E.g., Climate scientists post ”Climategate” 
E.g., IPCC commitment: “neutral, policy-relevant but not policy-prescriptive”
 ...many case studies about natural scientists, in sociology of science 
Discussions often blur biases, political motivations, ethical values
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So, is the neutral advisor ideal viable?

Philosophers might think that the answer is trivial: if the VFI fails for research, 
surely there is no hope for advising
But, ideal is aspirational for scientists, worth taking seriously
Details matter!

How should values come into advising? When should they not?
Where is it possible to maintain neutrality, and in what form?

To answer this, we need to attend to how science advising happens
What roles do scientists play?
What do we want from them in each role?
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2. How decisions are made 

Decision analysis for policy
A stylised example
The policy life-cycle
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Decision theory as a tool

Structure my discussion using a decision table, a basic tool in decision theory
Framing device, to draw out various roles scientists might play
Claim: scientists are everywhere in policymaking, their work is intrinsic to 

decision-making
This is very much “ideal theory”

 Conceptual parts of decision-making, rather than descriptions of activities as they occur
 Still, I think quite a lot comes from it!
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Basics of decision theory

Decision maker faces a choice
This is a set of options, from which they pick one 
Each option can bring about different outcomes, depending on how the world is
The decision maker is uncertain about which outcome will in fact occur
But they can rank the potential outcomes in terms of their desirability

Light traffic Heavy traffic

Take a bus Arrive on time, cool and calm Arrive significantly late

Run Arrive slightly late and sweaty Arrive slightly late and sweaty

Potential states of the world
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Decision tables summarise relevant information

Pr(𝑆𝑆1) … Pr(𝑆𝑆𝒏𝒏)
𝑂𝑂1 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶11) … 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶1𝑛𝑛) 𝑉𝑉 𝑂𝑂1 = 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶1𝑗𝑗)]
… … … … …
𝑂𝑂𝒎𝒎 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚1) … 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛) 𝑉𝑉 𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚 = 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗)]
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The shift to thinking about policy

When analysing a policy decision, the “personal” elements of this table will be 
replaced by something more collective
The evaluative elements might represent collectively determined values, as 

interpreted by democratic representatives
The probabilities might reflect scientific or scientifically informed judgements of 

likelihood
This in turn might be generated from the subjective probabilities of multiple 

experts or represent a scientific consensus

Policymakers don’t use these tables, they’re tools in the abstract theory
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NAI often taken to “follow from” decision theory

Pr(𝑆𝑆1) … Pr(𝑆𝑆𝒏𝒏)
𝑂𝑂1 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶11) … 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶1𝑛𝑛)
… … … …
𝑂𝑂𝒎𝒎 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚1) … 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛)

Formulate states
Provide probabilities

Gather 
feasible 
options Evaluate consequences

Domain of science

Domain of policy
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In reality, linked questions are answered iteratively

Pr(𝑆𝑆1) … Pr(𝑆𝑆𝒏𝒏)
𝑂𝑂1 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶11) … 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶1𝑛𝑛)
… … … …
𝑂𝑂𝒎𝒎 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚1) … 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛)

Policy 

makers
Scientists
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Example: upgrading the Thames Barrier
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The Thames Barrier

Retractable barrier across the Thames
Rotating cylindrical gates can be raised 
Protects London from high tides and 

storm surges
Built to withstand a thousand-year flood, 

assessed using 1960s data
 i.e., There is a 0.1% chance annually of a flood 

exceeding its capacity

As sea levels rise due to climate change, 
this protection will decline
 e.g., Perhaps only protecting against a 

hundred-year flood
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Suppose you are deciding on a replacement system

UK Met Office predictions from 2012 estimated that sea level rise in the Thames 
Estuary would be 20—90cm by 2100
…with the expectation being that these figures underestimate the rise, as they neglected 

additional rainfall
…and a worst-case scenario of highest level surges 250cm above current highest levels

The UK Government is engaged in a long-term policy planning exercise called 
Thames Estuary 2100, to manage increased flood risk
At one point, their main proposal was a new barrier, further out, with greater 

capacity to withstand surging waters
Let us suppose you are in charge of this decision
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Initial view

Sea level rise below 
Xmm

Sea level rise above 
Xmm

Do nothing Current barrier safe Current barrier unsafe

? ? ?

? ? ?
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After early scientific consultation

R<10cm 10<R<40 40<R<70 70<R<100 R>100

Do nothing Current 
barrier safe

Current 
barrier safe

Current 
barrier unsafe

Current 
barrier unsafe

Current 
barrier unsafe

? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ?

0
0.05

0.1
0.15

0.2
0.25

0.3
0.35

R<10 10<R<40 40<R<70 70<R<100 R>100
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Evaluate options

R<40cm 40<R<70 70<R<100 R>100

Do nothing Current barrier 
safe

Current barrier 
unsafe

Current barrier 
unsafe

Current barrier 
unsafe

Throttle the 
Estuary Unnecessary ? ? ?

Barrier with locks Unnecessary ? ? ?

Barrage at Long 
Reach Unnecessary ? ? ?

Barrage at 
Tilbury Unnecessary ? ? ?
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Evaluate options

R<40cm 40<R<70 70<R<100 R>100

Do nothing Current barrier 
safe

Current barrier 
unsafe

Current barrier 
unsafe

Current barrier 
unsafe

Throttle the 
Estuary Unnecessary Unclear efficacious, extremely costly

Barrier with locks Unnecessary Too expensive due to impact on Thames Gateway

Barrage at Long 
Reach Unnecessary Initially plausible

Barrage at 
Tilbury Unnecessary Initially plausible
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What height barrier at Long Reach?

R<40cm 40<R<70 70<R<90 R>90

Do nothing

70-tolerant

90-tolerant

100-tolerant

130-tolerant
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What height barrier at Long Reach?

R<40cm 40<R<70 70<R<90 R>90

Do nothing Current barrier safe Damaging floods Catastrophic floods Catastrophic floods

70-tolerant Over-engineered, 
wasted money OK, cost-effective Insufficient, wasted £, 

damaging flood
Insufficient, wasted £, 

catastrophic flood

90-tolerant Over-engineered, 
wasted money

Over-engineered, 
wasted money OK, cost-effective Insufficient, wasted £, 

damaging flood

100-tolerant Over-engineered, 
wasted money

Over-engineered, 
wasted money

Over-engineered, 
wasted money Unclear

>130-tolerant Over-engineered, 
wasted money

Over-engineered, 
wasted money

Over-engineered, 
wasted money Unclear
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Lessons from the example

1. Our conception of the decision changes as we proceed with the analysis
2. The menu of options depends in part on the expected states of the world, 
3. …but once the options are on the table the relevant description of those states 

might change
4. Decision-making is often iterative: one identifies rough states of the world, 

formulates options, refines the states, considers consequences, reconsiders 
options, etc.

5. Scientists are involved at every stage—raising the problem, determining 
states, estimating probabilities, formulating options, assessing consequences
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In policy literature, preferred view is sequential and cyclical

Problem 
emergence

Agenda 
setting

Option 
formula-

tion

Decision-
making

Implemen-
tation

Evaluation

• Identification 
of an issue

• Growth of 
awareness

• Discussion 
as a policy 
problem

• Issue enters 
the decision 
agenda of 
political 
actors

• Problem 
formally 
charac-
terised

• Policy 
analysis 
begins

• Solutions are 
proposed

• Responsible 
authority 
decides on a 
policy option 
or options

• The chosen 
policy or 
policies are 
implemented

• The state of 
the problem 
is assessed

• Policy’s 
implement-
tation is 
examined for 
efficacy

• Cycle may 
begin again
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There are scientists everywhere!

Problem 
emergence

Agenda 
setting

Option 
formula-

tion

Decision-
making

Implemen-
tation

Evaluation

• Uncover a 
problem

• E.g., Climate 
change

• Be asked to 
investigate a 
potential 
problem

• E.g., acid rain

• Lobby for a 
problem to 
be taken 
seriously

• E.g., Calls for 
early action 
on Covid in 
Jan-Feb 
2020

• Use 
scientific 
knowledge 
to suggest/ 
develop 
policies

• E.g., Carbon 
capture and 
storage

• Various 
advisory 
roles, 
answering 
questions, 
supplying 
evidence

• E.g., SAGE 
UK

• Work with 
implement-
tation teams, 
assisting 
with issues 
as they arise

• E.g., Many 
civil service 
science 
officers

• Often, 
perhaps 
always, a 
(social) 
scientific 
exercise

All involve scientists acting as scientists, though they aren’t doing science
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3. Scientists at every stage

 Options
 Problem emergence
 Framing decisions
 States and consequences
 Uncertainty attitudes
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Start in the middle: Pielke’s “The Honest Broker” (2007)

Pure Scientist Science Arbiter

Issue Advocate Honest Broker

Policy options
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“The Honest Broker” as a model

This is the kind of analysis I am interested in
Look at a particular interaction with scientists, e.g., soliciting policy options
Examine what we ideally want from scientists in that interaction
Compare this with the neutral advisor ideal
E.g., according to Pielke

 Pure Scientist, Science Arbiter, and Honest Broker, are all able to fulfil that ideal, 
 But they are not equally good at supporting the policy maker
He presents conditions under which PS and SA work
 But in general recommends HB

Not going to go into detail as it is well-known
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Addition: Feasibility judgements encode values

Much discussion of options focuses on conscious choices made by scientists, 
such as pushing for preferred policy option
 I will make only a minor contribution here: implicit value judgements
E.g., Covid-19 in UK, SAGE discussions Feb—Mar 2020

 China-style lockdown and travel restrictions “draconian”
 Bound up with prediction, outside of expertise

Subconscious value judgements render certain options unfeasible 
Once UK Covid worsened, policymakers themselves brought these options in to 

the discussion
Scientists lacked both the authority and the requisite information to make the 

judgement to exclude these options
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Scientists at every stage
• Options

• Problem emergence

• Decision framing

• States and consequences

• Uncertainty attitudes
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Problem emergence

Starting at the beginning: scientists are often crucial in “raising the alarm”
Bringing an issue to the attention of policymakers
E.g., Climate change

 1965 report “Restoring the Quality of Our Environment” by Science Advisory Committee to 
Lyndon Johnson
 Referring to fossil fuel emissions:
“The part that remains in the atmosphere may have a significant effect on climate; carbon 
dioxide is nearly transparent to visible light, but it is a strong absorber and back radiator of 
infrared radiation, particularly in the wave lengths from 12 to 18 microns; consequently, an 
increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide could act, much like the glass in a greenhouse, to 
raise the temperature of the lower air.”

-> Explicitly raised as a policy problem, with some proposed actions in the initial 
report
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What neutrality questions arise?

Scientists impressed by value-free ideal often eschew this kind of engagement
Perceived to undermine their image as disinterested researchers, 
…which is crucial to maintaining their credibility in other spheres of scientific 

activity, for example when providing scientific evidence during policymaking
Different component issues:
1. On what basis can scientists raise issues? Decision to raise the alarm 

inherently value-laden
2. Even if correct, simply because evidence increases over time political 

opponents can describe the alarm raising as demonstrative of low evidential 
standards
 Studied in science communication and science denial literature, I won’t discuss
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Can we use a Pielke-esque classification?

Pure Scientist Science Arbiter

Issue Advocate Honest Broker

Issue raising
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Pure Scientist has a clear parallel—sub-optimal

Scientists should play no role in policy or politics, and therefore take no steps 
beyond publishing results in scientific journals
Rely on the (often vaguely conceptualised) pipeline of dissemination, which is 

meant to ensure that the important results that they publish in academic venues 
filter through to public and political awareness
Seems clear to me that this would have delayed public awareness of crucial 

issues
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Less clear that a Science Arbiter stance could work

Core idea in Pielke: search engine/explainer
Scientists make themselves available to answer questions that policymakers 

have about potential issues
Less clear how this should work with issue raising. How would policymaker 

know what to ask about?
Difficult to maintain the disinterestedness which is characteristic of this role in 

the options stage
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Unclear whether Honest Broker makes sense here

Core idea in Pielke: HB tries to empower decision maker, by understanding the 
decision, widening scope of choice, adding in new policy options
Unclear whether there is a stable parallel stance for scientists in the problem 

emergence stage
Prior to policymaking beginning, the analogous goals seem best served by most 

effectively getting issues onto the policy agenda
Unclear whether scientists could attempt “neutrality” in sense of raising issues 

equally: “Pay attention to global warming and global poverty and…”
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Issue Advocacy clear, and potentially desirable!

 Independently determine that there are potential problems and attempt to bring 
them to the attention of policymakers
E.g., writing and speaking in public venues, making submissions to legislative or 

regulatory bodies, or getting involved directly in science advising
 Important difference between an IA at this stage and IA at the decision stage

 “The world is warming—take action!” 
 vs. “Implement a carbon tax!” 

 Issue Advocacy involves focus on an issue, and a value-laden judgement that it 
is important
But as policymaking has not begun, it does not subvert the democratic process 

of decision-making
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Which scientists, which issues?
Raising the alarm involves 

1. Scientific assessment that some event will occur
2. Judgement that the event is sufficiently negative as to be worthy of policy attention
3. Decision, in light of this, to raise the alarm

E.g., 1) note increasing greenhouse gas concentrations will lead to global 
warming, 2) judge that global warming will have harmful effects on people, 
animals, the environment, etc., 3) decide to advocate for policy attention
 If scientists play a crucial role in raising awareness, we may wish to worry about 

which values are informing their issue-raising behaviour
Scientists with different values will raise different problems, and what one takes 

to be an issue another might think is not worthy of attention
The distribution of values among scientists will influence which issues get 

raised
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Can we, should we, ask for neutrality here?

What notion of neutrality? 
 Intuitively good case: raising alarm on burgeoning pandemic, or climate change
 Intuitively bad case: raising the alarm on a “trans epidemic” when there isn’t one

Philosophers of science have often focused on research
Historically, VFI-advocates understood neutrality in very restrictive terms

 E.g., Lacey (1999): Neutrality means that science makes no value statements about the world: 
concerned with what is, not with what should be

 VFI-critics offered competing notions of objectivity which may help us here
 E.g., Objectivity as emerging from diverse intersubjective agreement

Perhaps what we need is something like political theorists’ notion of neutrality
 Relying on values which would be broadly acceptable, or 
 Relying on values which are subject to overlapping consensus
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Scientists at every stage
• Options

• Problem emergence

• Decision framing

• States and consequences

• Uncertainty attitudes
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Decision framing

Speaking of “problem emergence” implies that there is a well-defined problem
 In fact, early stage issue-raising and agenda-setting work defines the issue

 E.g., Thames Barrier

Decision theorists call this “framing”
 “Choosing is really a two-stage process in which the agent first refines her view of the 

decision situation by thinking more carefully about her options and the world’s state until she 
settles on the ‘right’ problem to solve and then endeavors to select the best available course 
of action by reflecting on her beliefs and desires in the context of this problem” (Joyce 1999, 
72)

The “same” decision can be framed in different ways
Different locations of benefit (people, places, times)
 Resolving possibilities at different levels of detail
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Which scientists, when, can influence framing

Scientists have significant authority in formulating and characterising policy 
problems
E.g., Flood risk

 Brought to a governmental authority’s attention by water system scientists
 Present problem in terms of the risk to a village, harms to people and property
 Potential solution: diversion area

 Initial framing might downplay or ignore other categories and locations of harm
 Agricultural land and livestock
 Ecosystem

This is a general problem for decision-making
Scientists speak with authority, risk being taken as definitive
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Scientists at every stage
• Options

• Problem emergence

• Decision framing

• States and consequences

• Uncertainty attitudes
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States and consequences

Most widely acknowledged role: information about possibilities and 
consequences of actions
 Predictions of what might occur, absent intervention
 Predictions of what might occur, given candidate interventions

At a high level, two kinds of policy
 Adaptive: world will be a certain way, act to optimise within that state (e.g., take an umbrella)
Mitigative: alter the way the world will be, in order to alter outcomes (e.g., dietary restrictions)

Different kinds of scientific information required for each 
Mitigation policy involves analysing complex causal chains with feedbacks, 

requiring iteration and collaboration across scientific boundaries
 E.g., Covid-19 policies targeting R number
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Pitfalls in policy: wishful thinking
E.g., UK Covid policy

Mitigation: masks, distancing
 Adaptation: hospital capacity increases

Question: what R number should the health services plan on?
Mitigation team’s goal? Estimate if they implement successfully? Full compliance?

Organisational issues emerge…
Government declares a “reasonable worst-case scenario” which assumes certain level of 

implementation success, compliance, enforcement
 Adaptation planners must comply with this, despite the scepticism from social scientists 

about likelihood of success

What role for scientists in combatting this wishful thinking?
One part of call for “independence” was for review from outside of the decision-making 

hierarchy that developed the policy
 This form of independence is a potential component of the NAI
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Which scientists, which possibilities

Problem: policymaking doesn’t respect disciplinary boundaries
E.g., Covid-19
Which sciences consulted -> which variables policies target

 Constituents of wellbeing
 Proxies for their measurement

E.g., UK’s SAGE 
 Composed almost entirely of epidemiologists, medical professionals, and biomedical 

scientists
 Initial discussions focussed exclusively on physical health detriments of Covid-19 and 

physical health impacts of various interventions

Disciplinary balance as a component of proper science advising
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Composition of SAGE, Jan-Oct 2020
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Scientists at every stage
• Options

• Problem emergence

• Decision framing

• States and consequences

• Uncertainty attitudes
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Uncertainty attitudes as hidden values

An uncertainty attitude is a liking of or aversion to uncertainty
Manifests in behaviour as a willingness to trade material consequences in exchange for a 

reduction of the uncertainty associated with making a decision
 Risk attitudes, ambiguity attitudes

What kind of attitudes are these? 
 Some debate on how to characterise
 They are preferences: aversions and likings (Stefánsson & Bradley 2019)

Morally relevant
What uncertainty attitude should a social planner adopt, when deciding for a population with 

diverse attitudes? (e.g., Rowe and Voorhoeve 2018; Stefánsson 2021)
Debate on morally correct uncertainty attitude for policymaking (candidates: attitude of the 

policymaker, an attitude which represents those of the population, or an attitude which is 
objectively best for policymaking no matter the attitudes of the policymaker or population)
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Whose attitudes?

Scientists’ uncertainty attitudes plausibly play a role in their research and their 
advising
Potential issue: policy decisions reflect the scientists uncertainty attitudes rather 

than those of the policymaker/the people
Do we face the same questions that arose with first-order values?
Presently unclear both what the ethical issues are surrounding uncertainty 

attitudes in policymaking, and how the attitudes of advisors may play influence 
policymaking
So, difficult to outline a view of what scientists ought to do (if anything) to remain 

neutral
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Uncertainty attitudes and policy engagement

These attitudes may play a role is in motivating scientists’ engagement 
throughout the policy cycle
 Two scientists might agree on all the facts about a potential problem, and yet one of them 

feel that it is a greater cause for concern than the other, because of their different attitudes to 
uncertainty
 This in turn might motivate the concerned scientist to sound the alarm, suggest policies for 

addressing the problem, volunteer for work on expert panels, and so forth

This is all vitally important work! 
So, does it matter that there is going to be a selection effect in who gets involved 

in this work? 
Could be that uncertainty attitudes ought to be captured under “cognitive 

diversity” required in scientific communities to ensure objectivity
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4. Conclusion

The landscape
Concluding remarks
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Emerging landscape of questions

Problem 
emergence

Agenda 
setting

Option 
formula-

tion

Decision-
making

Implemen-
tation

Evaluation

• Which 
values used 
to raise 
alarm? 

• How to 
ensure 
diversity? 

• Which 
perspectives 
involved in 
framing 
problems?

• How to 
navigate 
one’s 
perceived 
authority?

• How to 
manage 
values in 
preliminary 
judgements 
of option 
feasibility?

• How to 
balance 
benefits of 
direct 
engagement 
vs. need for 
indepen-
dence from 
d-m 
hierarchy?

• … • …

What role for uncertainty attitudes?
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Concluding remarks

Aim: develop set of questions related to science advising
Many overlap with discussions about research, and discussions outside of 

philosophy about science advising
Nonetheless: rich area for philosophical attention
Using tools of philosophy of science, and values in science in particular
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